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APPENDIX-III

SOCIAL DIVISIONS AMO M3 DIGAMBARA JAINAS

.Que s t io nna i re

1)
2)
3)
4}
5)
6)
7)
8)

9)

10)

Name in Full: ------------
Address:
Occupation: ------------
Religion and Sect. ------------
Caste/Sub-Caste: ------------
Married/Unmarried:
If married/ State the Caste of husband/wife: —
Which opinion do you accept ------------
about marriage ? Choose any 
one of the following:
A) Marriage in only Digambara

Jaina community and your Caste: ------------
8) Marriage in only Digambara 

Jaina community and any
Digambara Sub-caste: ------------

C) Marriage amongst Jainas 
irrespective of different
between Digambara & Svetambara: ------------

D) Partner to be chooser either 
from the Jainas or from
higher caste Hindus . ------------

S) Marriages to be effected
without considering religion
or caste. ------------
Which are the Digambara 
Jaina castes other than 
your caste ? Give the names: ------------

Which according to you is the ^■ ____________
highest caste in the hierarchy
of caste organization? State 2) ------------
your order of hierarchy? ____________

5) ------------
6) --------
8)--------
8)-------------



il) Do you think that inter-caste 
or inter-religion marriages may 
lead to some difficulties ?
If yes, explain the difficulties:

12) Do you think that uhe people 
belonging to your caste are 
engaged in a specific occupation?
A) If yes, name of the 

Occupation.
B) If not, what are the 

occupations ?
13) What is the approximate 

population of your caste 
in Kolhapur city ?

14) Generally in which temple or 
Basti do you perform Puja and 
other religious rituals ?

15) What are the castes/3ub~csstes 
from where the marriage,, partner 
is choosen as per the customs
in your caste ?

16) What are the religious functions wh 
most of the Digambara Jainas
come together ?

17) Do you agree that there should 
be seperate temples for 
Digambara Jaina castes/sub-castes?

18) Do you think that your caste may 
bring in difficulties as regards 
marriage,occupation and education?
A) If yes, explain the difficulties

19) Do you think that the differences 
between the Digamoaras and Sveta- 
mbaras may come to an end ?

20) If not what are the reasons that 
lead to the perpetuation of 
differences ?

Ye s/ do

Yes/No

:rc ... .1)----
2)---
3) ---
4) -----
5) -----
6) ---

Yes/No. 

Yes/No.

Ye s/ No.
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